CLOUD SECURITY
Cloud computing is an enterprise reality today and the challenge
of securing it lies not only in the technology but also in the policies
and control frameworks around it. As ‘user’s fault’ will continue to be
the top cause for data exploits, enterprises must ensure robustness
in their policies to defend against threats. In turn, this will lead to
the rise of organizational challenges, which consequently will drive
the spend in securing cloud infrastructure to grow.
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Infosys Offerings
Cloud Security Strategy and
Architecture
We define cloud strategy and architecture for
effective cloud security posture

Infosys Cloud Security, part
of Infosys Cobalt, help clients
secure their cloud migration and
transformation journey to build
a cyber-resilient and compliant
cloud ecosystem
Enterprises can now leverage the full potential
of cloud ecosystem to increase business value
and speed to market.

Cloud Security Assessment Services
We conduct security review of cloud migration
readiness and roadmap definition, security
assessment for cloud applications, cloud
APIs and integrations, cloud forensics and
e-discovery assessments

Cloud Managed Security Services
We provide ongoing monitoring and support
of one or more security controls for the cloud

Cloud Security Governance
We design and build cloud security
governance policies and process frameworks,
assess compliance with regulatory standards
and identify gaps that need to be addressed

Cloud Security Solutions –
Implementation and Support
We design and deploy multi-tenant cloud
security solutions including discovery of critical
assets and remediation of identified threats

Infosys Credentials

Secure cloud migration of over 600
business applications from on-premise
data centers to AWS
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Successfully migrated
128 applications on 500+ servers to
hybrid cloud in phases

Cloud transformation by developing
strategy, roadmap and operating model
to leverage IaaS from various cloud
providers while assuring cloud security
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D e li v e r
Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions and platforms for enterprises to accelerate their cloud journey. It offers over 14,000 cloud assets, over 200 industry cloud solution blueprints and a thriving
community of cloud business and technology practitioners to drive increased business value. With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes
baked into every solution delivered.
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